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ACHIEVEMENT

I N  T H I S  I S S U E

The world is going through unprecedented disruptions
due to COVID-19. The pandemic induced lock down
almost halted the wheels of economy around the world.
While lock down gave time to the governments to upscale
and upgrade the diagnostics and health care facilities,
they severely affected the livelihoods of the people.  India
too did not remain unaffected.   Here too, sectors like
tourism & hospitality, education, aviation etc have been
particularly severely affected.
The only way to come out of these difficult times is by
volunteering our strengths and collaborating with others
in fight against the pandemic. Our alumni from
healthcare and hospitality sectors are serving the people
across the states. It is a matter of great satisfaction for us.
Amidst uncertainties, the B-ABLE family has strived hard
to continue imparting skills to the youth to the extent
possible with constrains and guidelines frameworks
issued by the government and health agencies by
effectively using available digital interventions.
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NEWSLETTER
We believe in unfolding transformed youth to the world, that will be driving us to win the

present battle and inventing stories for the next generation.

Introduction:
The pandemic couldn't hold
us from delivering
assistance to the aspirants. 

ROLE OF MSDE & NSDC

FROM THE DESK OF VICE
PRESIDENT-MLP



Skill Development and Entrepreneurship Ministry (MSDE) took multiple steps to
strengthen the nation to fight against Covid-19.  MSDE and National Skill Development
Corporation (NSDC) have taken measures for encouraging the use of IT and other such
modes of learning in vocational training. Admittedly, it is not easy to do this in the skilling
ecosystem. 

As our target group in skill sector, do not have the necessary connectivity or e-learning
readiness, so, the journey of skill development depends more on hands-on learning. At this
present scenario, provide virtual training remained very challenging at each step- from
mobilization to content development also its delivery to the trainees, assessment and
certification.

In terms of e-learning content, NSDC already holds a separate site "eskillindia.org", where
several organizations have shared their e-content. Similarly, e-contents made by various
organizations like Schoolnet (earlier IL&FS Skills), Labournet, Ishiksha of SKillpro etc, can
be used for training purposes. 

As the training institutes close down due to the pandemic, MSDE encouraged the virtual
skill training through online resources such as Bharatskills portal, Quest App, NIMI virtual
classrooms, etc.
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Steps of MSDE & NSDC: Aiming to
encourage skill training during this
Lock down



Skill development was envisaged to be a  'High Contact' activity involving
'Personal Touch Points'. Due to the effect of COVID-19, traditional skills training
approaches got completely disrupted. At the same time, the infrastructure of the
skill training institutions is not made with the concept of social distancing,
leading to complete halting of physical delivery of skill development programs.
To cope up with the situation, virtual online platforms had to be leveraged to
adapt to the new normal. Team B-Able stood up to the challenge and ensured our
skill development efforts are transitioned smoothly to online mediums, thus
ensuring skill training continues even during the lockdown and beyond. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has hit lives and livelihood.  In this present era, the
challenge in providing skill training also leads to the lack of equilibrium in the
demand and supply chain of the labour market. We need to conduct more in-
depth and well-synchronized discussions between government and non-
government organisations which will help us to identify the demands in the job
market and map it with the skills ecosystem. 

Along with connecting our candidates to the job market, we should also
give importance to micro-entrepreneurship. Entrepreneurship will drive
the generation of livelihoods and ensure economic prosperity, bringing
many to the mainstream of the society from the margins.
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From the desk of Vice President-
MLP

Lt. Col. Ajay Kumar
VICE PRESIDENT-MLP



Along with the virtual training program, B-ABLE also
conducted online COVID-19 awareness sessions for the
learners. Detailed knowledge capsules were prepared by
drawing information from authentic sources to spread
knowledge on safeguards against the pandemic. Each
learner then further disseminated this knowledge to
his/her other family members and neighbourhood.

COVID-19 awareness campaign

During this lock down, imparting physical skill
training to the learners  remained a challenge.
But engaging learners into the up skilling
program was required  to balance between the
economic outflow and demand of workforce  in
various sectors.
So the B-ABLE planned to provide online
training to the candidates digitally. By use of
the available online forums like Zoom call,
Whatsapp video and texts, Conference call, and
Youtube, teams connected with the learners
enrolled in various programs. B-ABLE is
running 9 different programs and delivering
virtual training in 35 jobs across 20 states .
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Delivering skill through creativity

The operations team of DDUGKY, B-ABLE planned a
strategic drive to expand the awareness program.
Learners from on going General Duty Assistant job role
course undertook a door to door campaign on COVID-
19 safeguard guidelines in their neighborhood, which
created a bigger impact on the ground.



Alumni Meet: Building an experiential
bridge between the present and
former candidates

The sudden nationwide lock down witnessed an
unprecedented surge in reverse migration from cities
back to villages. The loss of jobs and the resultant 
 uncertainties  forced millions of migrants to return
back to their native places. In order to study the
impact on lives and livelihoods and work on
sustainable livelihood models in rural India, B-ABLE's
in-house team conducted survey of 4000 reverse
migrants , out of which, 70% were inter-state migrants
and 30% intra-state migrants. Majority of those
surveyed belonged to Uttar Pradesh, Rajasthan, Madhya
Pradesh, Bihar, Maharashtra and Union Territory of
Jammu & Kashmir. As per the survey conducted in the
month of May 2020, 52% wanted to return back to work
in cities at the first opportunity, 21% wanted to stay
back at their native place and the rest were undecided.
The team concluded the survey by proposing broad
interventions for each of the three categories- skilled,
semi-skilled and unskilled.

The team DDUGKY,B-ABLE connected
our alumni working in different places
with the candidates of current batches.
The purpose was to show the current
students, a glimpse of their lives post-
training and keep them motivated.
Along with an experiential session, it
became a motivational anchor for the
present aspirants.

B-ABLE took an initiative to strengthen the pillars of the organization, by organizing a
Management Development Program. With the idea of reflecting on self-development, the
company worked on polishing the organisational skills of employees designated to managerial
level. The program focused on various aspects like- communication skills, presentation skills,
organizing skills, analytical and decision making skills, accounting and finance knowledge for
non-finance managers and project management skills.
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Neev: Management Development
Program

Rural Migrant Workforce Survey
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Corona Warriors 

Hiralal Patidar, a candidate of

EYEMITRA program, enrolled

in Udaipur centre of Rajasthan,

led an initiative to sanitise his

entire village to fight against

the COVID-19 pandemic. His

action secured many lives and

might influence some of the

youth to come and stand in the

front line in this battle.

Our candidate Harshit Sharma,
being trained under Dr
Lalpathlab Foundation, took an
initiative to feed the needy
during the lockdown. Attack of
COVID-19 snatched the
chances of getting food
regularly from the daily wage
labourers. His extraordinary
step helped many vulnerable
families get food.

Our alumnus, Manish Kumar, belonging to Bihar, trained
under DDUGKY, is presently working in Rexfox Hotel,
Vijaywada. During the pandemic, when everyone wanted to
move back to their native places, he willingly agreed to
continue to his work and served the people who were
quarantined in the hotel.

Prerana Nanoma, belonging

from Rajasthan, enrolled under

DDUGKY program, has taken

an initiative to safeguard her

neighborhood during this

pandemic. She started making

masks by using household

cotton clothes and distributed

to nearby people. It is a noble

mission carrying out by her.



Pallavi Gulbase belongs to a

middle-class family of Maharastra.

After completing graduation, she

started seeking opportunities to

become financially independent

and lend a helping hand to her

family. But due to limited

experience and skills, she failed to

achieve her dreams.  One day she

attended a meeting with CRP at

their ward in Amravati district of

Maharashtra and came to know

about General duty assistant

training program under DDUGKY

offered by BASICS Ltd in Nagpur.

Later, she enrolled herself for the

course and dedicatedly completed

the entire process.Now, she is

placed in Reliance hospital in

Mumbai and getting Rs 10500/-

per month. During this pandemic,

she is willingly participating in

helping COVID-19 patients. We

salute her for this immense

motivation.

Rajani Bhurale is the eldest child of

a poverty-stricken family of

Bhandara district of Maharashtra.

After completing class 12th, she

decided to left her education and

started looking for opportunities to

earn.Fortunately, within a few days,

she came to know about the

General Duty Assistant training

program, under DDUGKY, offered

by Basics Ltd. After completing the

training program, she is working at

Compass Healthcare Services,

Mumbai and earning Rs 10950 per

month. She is also rendering her

service in handling COVID-19

patients.
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Corona Warriors 

Mohd. Afzal  is a graduate in

Nursing. His father is a daily wage

labourer and his family’s total

monthly income is Rs. 5500/-

only.  A new chapter of his life

opened when he got himself

enrolled under the Healthcare

course offered by B-ABLE and

funded by the Ministry of Minority

Affairs under the “Seekho Aur

Kamao” scheme. He attended the

training with full dedication and

even got various job offers by B-

ABLE among which he decided to

become a part of Jivan Jyoti Clinic

in Bijnor. He started working as an

Assistant to the Doctor and helping

doctors in treating patients with a

monthly remuneration of Rs

7,500/-. During COVID-19

pandemic when the doctors were

on their toes, Mohd. Afzal

supported the doctor in each and

every way and contributed to the

society.



Mohd. Faizan is a graduate from

Uttar Pradesh. His father is a small

farmer who alone supports a family

of 7 members with a monthly

income of Rs. 6,000/- only. It was

becoming difficult for his father to

arrange basic meals for the family

and fulfil the daily

necessities.  Mohd. Faizan decided

to share the responsibilities with

his father and got himself enrolled

under the Healthcare course

offered by B-ABLE and funded by

the Ministry of Minority Affairs

under the “Seekho Aur Kamao”

scheme. He is now placed at UNIQ

Hospital Nazibabad, Bijnor and

started working as an Emergency

In-charge and contributed to the

overall maintenance of the hospital

with a monthly remuneration of Rs

7,500/-. During COVID -19

pandemic he stayed late at night to

serve the patients admitted in the

hospital under emergency and

contributed to the nation’s fight

against the pandemic.

Md. Munthaj, a young girl had a

dream to complete her graduation

with the aim of a sound career in

life. To support her own family, she

decided to do a job, but due to less

experience, she was not able to get

a decent & respectful job.She came

to know about the training

program launched by B-ABLE in

Telangana and without wasting

time she enrolled herself into the

Healthcare course offered by B-

ABLE and funded by the Ministry of

Minority Affairs under the “Seekho

Aur Kamao” scheme.  After

completion of training, Munthaj is

now working as a Record Assistant

and Front Office in Lalitha Nursing

Home – Parkal at a salary of Rs.

8000 per month.During COVID-19

pandemic she helped in filing and

easing the crowd at the hospital

with efficient and effective

documentation

Mohd Naved belongs to a family of

seven members in Moradabad,

Uttar Pradesh. The overall earnings

of the family were not enough for

the entire family. Hence, Naved

decided to find a job to support his

father but he required some skills

to get the decent job.

He came to know about the skill

development training provided by

B-ABLE and funded by Ministry of

Minority Affairs under “Seekho Aur

Kamao” scheme so he enrolled

himself into the Healthcare

training program. Naved sincerely

participated in the training

sessions and improved himself as a

professional.

He is now working at Photan

Multisuper Specialty Hospital,

Moradabad and earning Rs 10,000

monthly.He is not only supporting

his family but also served the

nation during COVID-19 pandemic

outbreak through his services.
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Corona Warriors 



The lock down threw at us numerous challenges in
terms of on ground execution of the skill programs.
Uncertainties due to lock down  posed challenges in
keeping the employees motivated and energized. We
utilized this period to build our social media activities
and engagement. Employees were encouraged to share
their experiences of Work from Home, various
neighborhood community engagement initiatives by
following safe social behavior and spreading positivity
during the lock down. They reached out to wider
audience by posting these real life stories on B-ABLE
twitter 
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Twitter Reach: An exceptional hike
in the social media platform

The CEO of MSRLM

 acknowledged the participation

of our alumnus, trained under

DDUGKY program in the battle

of COVID-19. Her genuine

support has given us an

immense motivation to work

hard to achieve our goal.

Chief Mission Officer, Essilor

International and Senior

Director, group mission have

recognised our alumni of EYE

MITRA for their responsible

steps for the society, to fight

against COVID-19 also for their

achievements.

Honorable Minister of Minority

Affairs,   Shri Mukhtar Abbas

Naqvi has acknowledged our

commitment towards  skill

development, which has

inspired us to contribute our

best services to the society.


